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Introducing the all-new Q-STAR TOUR DIVIDE, an exciting ball 

offering from Srixon that stands out on the course with its unique 

50/50 matte urethane cover.

But it’s more than good looks: DIVIDE boasts all the drive-boosting, 

chip-stopping performance of a classic Q-STAR TOUR. Plus, its three 

colorways make spin visible and putting alignment easier than ever.

START 
SEEING 
DOUBLE
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The new Q-STAR TOUR DIVIDE is offered in BRITE Yellow/Orange, BRITE Yellow/Red, BRITE Yellow/Blue.

T H E  A L L- N E W 

Offerings
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C O L O R  D O N E  R I G H T
Until now, color and premium covers didn’t mix—literally. 

If you see a urethane golf ball with a colorful matte cover, 

odds are, it’s painted. Which means you won’t even get 

through a par five without flaking, tearing, and peeling.

DIVIDE is different. We’ve infused its entire 

thermoplastic urethane cover with bright pigments 

so it’s vibrant through and through, not just on 

the surface.

You can’t scratch the color off because the 

color is the cover, and that’s color done right.



When it comes to pitches and chips around the 

green, DIVIDE’s unique two-tone cover produces 

a strobe effect while spinning, revealing the speed 

and direction of spin on each of your shots. It’s 

a powerful tool for tracking and improving your 

consistency, and you can only see it with the 

Q-STAR TOUR DIVIDE.
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S EE  YO U R  L I N E
The longer your alignment line, the easier it can be to line up your putts. 

And with DIVIDE’s one-of-a-kind seam line running around the entire 

golf ball, you get 360˚ of alignment so you can putt with perfect aim.

S E E 
YO U R 
S P I N
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FA S T L AY E R  C O R E 
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Just like the classic Q-STAR TOUR, the new DIVIDE 

provides true tour ball performance.

It starts at the FastLayer core: a uniquely formulated, heat 

treated rubber compound that’s soft in the center yet 

firm around its edges. That duality provides both soft 

feel and incredible distance off the tee.

Like any premium tour ball, DIVIDE’s midlayer 

produces that crucial post-impact snap 

which propels the ball off your clubface with 

enhanced speed for more distance. As for 

the cover, it’s made from remarkably thin 

and especially flexible urethane—all good 

things when it comes to spin. It also features 

our tour-proven 338 Speed Dimple pattern 

that cuts drag while boosting lift for a faster 

launch and longer glide.

All in all, the Q-STAR TOUR DIVIDE is an 

undeniable performer. And that means you can 

choose DIVIDE for its unique look without sacrificing 

your scorecard.

TRUE TOUR PERFORMANCE
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Swing Speed:  75+ MPH
Launch:  Mid-High
Greenside Spin:  High

The new Q-STAR TOUR DIVIDE has a 50/50 matte urethane cover with three vibrant colorways. It features 
all the same spin and distance performance of a classic Q-STAR TOUR, but its unique cover makes spin 
visible and putting alignment easier than ever.

FastLayer Core 
The new FastLayer Core offers distance and soft feel 
without compromise due to a gradual transition from 
soft inner core to firm outer edge.

50/50 Matte Urethane Cover 
Each DIVIDE cover is yellow on one half and red, 
blue, or orange on the other. This high contrast matte 
cover makes spin visible and putting alignment easy. 
Plus, it’s cast from soft urethane for tour-level spin and 
stopping power.

338 Speed Dimple Pattern 
Providing a penetrating ball flight in any conditions, the 
optimal dimple design increases lift and reduces drag 
to maximize distance.

Available in BRITE Yellow/Orange, BRITE Yellow/Red, 
and BRITE Yellow/Blue.

SPECS

Construction  3PC
Cover Material  Urethane
Cover Thickness  0.020”
Compression  72
Dimple Number  338

FASTLAYER CORE

50/50 MATTE 
URETHANE 

COVER

338 SPEED  
DIMPLE PATTERN


